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 Ads Archives Another week has passed and we have a new OPOSIS album to report on. The band recorded the EP at Freak Farm Studio with Erik Rutan and is released by High Roller records. This is the band’s first EP release and is already included in the “Official Metal Underground Soundtrack 2014”. EP consists of five songs, all having a thrash metal core, but there is a great diversity of musical
influences throughout the songs. A song like “Total Satisfaction”, with a hooky riff and thrashy grooves is the perfect example of an old school, straightforward thrash metal song, that is still very “metal” and is destined for the top of the rating charts. Another good example is “The Hunted”, which has a mid-paced speed metal sound, a few beats and is definitely a hit. The sound is a mix of thrash and

speed, which can be found in almost every song. The production is excellent and the songs sound amazing as well. The best example of that is “If it feels wrong, it’s right”, which is superbly produced, has good variety of speed and thrash, and good bass effects. The production is good, but the vocal are outstanding, the singer is a very solid front man with a superb range, singing, and his vocal
arrangements are very good. It’s just a matter of taste of course, but I would say that the singer is a very good front man who actually deserves more credit than the band does. The drummer has a very good and varied playing style with tight and fast drumming, that often reminds me of a legendary band of the 80s like ANTHRAX, and the bass player and guitarist also play very good and quick bass and
guitar riffs that go along with the excellent production. The musicianship is superb as well, the rhythm guitarist and lead guitarist are just superb, their riffing and solos are very creative and do not fall into a pattern, and the drummer is great, with his fast and tight playing style that reminds me of ANTHRAX. The songs have good and strong song structures, with a very good variety of thrash and speed

metal riffs, with some very good variety of thrash and speed metal grooves, which is very essential in a good thrash metal song. The riffs and grooves 82157476af
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